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On 1 December 2008 the broad gauge line between Seymour and Albury was transferred from V/Line to ARTC and immediately closed
for gauge conversion. The last broad gauge train was apparently 9358 Up Block Log train ex Wodonga Coal Sidings on 28 November
2008. Currently the broad gauge line is being rebuilt and converted to standard gauge. The result will be a double track standard gauge
line from Seymour to Albury worked by CTC with limited bi-directional capability. At Wodonga the line will be deviated from its current
alignment through the centre of Wodonga to a new alignment running alongside the freeway bypass. On the broad gauge the major
change will be the abolition of Wodonga A and Wodonga Coal Sidings boxes. On the standard gauge, the existing CTC crossing loops
between Seymour and Wodonga Loop will be largely abolished. This photograph is of the Up end of standard gauge Wodonga Loop with
the broad gauge on the left. On the left is the motorised Down Distant for Wodonga A with the Arrival Home for the standard gauge loop
situated between the tracks. In the backgound are the standard gauge Departure Homes situated on the signalbridge in the background.
The freeway bypass can be seen crossing the tracks in the background, and the new railway bypass will leave the existing alignment
somewhere in this vicinity. Photograph taken 1 August 2003.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY NOVEMBER 21, 2008,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: - W. Brook, B. Cleak, G. Cleak, G. Cumming, G. Dunn, M. Formaini, R. Gomerski, W. Johnston, K. Lambert,
D. Langley, S. Malpass, B. McCurry, A. McLean, C. Rutledge, B. Sherry, R. Smith, D. Stosser, A.
Wheatland & R. Whitehead.

Apologies: - M. Bau, V. Findlay, C. Gordon, J. Gordon,  T. Murray, G. O�Flynn, T. Penn, L. Savage, P. Silva, S. Turnbull
& A. Waugh.

Visitor: - Chris King.
The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:01 hours.

Minutes of the September 2008 Meeting: - Accepted as read.  S. Malpass / W. Johnston.  Carried.
Business Arising: -  Nil.
Correspondence: -  Payment for �Signalling Record� sent to SRSUK.

Bookings for the meeting room for 2009 sent to the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre.
Membership pack sent to Jonathon West.
Letter to Jonathon West welcoming him to membership of the SRSV.
C. Rutledge / R. Smith.  Carried.

Reports: - Nil.
General Business: - Glenn Cumming provided an update on the late running of the mailout.  Contributions for �Somer-

sault� are still required.
Keith Lambert advised that a series of weekend shutdowns would be used in lieu of a nine day closure for
the commissioning of the new bridge between Clifton Hill - Westgarth.
Keith Lambert tabled a diagram showing the proposed new arrangements between Clifton Hill -
Westgarth.
Keith Lambert reported that six new stabling sidings are to be provided at Craigieburn. Keith Lambert
noted that the provision of new crossovers at Craigieburn is a separate project.
Keith Lambert reported on concrete resleepering work between Upper Ferntree Gully - Belgrave. This led
to a discussion about concrete resleepering methods.
Bob Whitehead reported that the SG loops at Kilmore East and Tallarook are almost complete. Work on
the lengthening of McIntyre Loop has commenced.
Bob Whitehead advised that the BG passenger trains between Seymour - Albury had finished running,
however the BG log trains are still running at this stage.
The Seymour Railway Refreshment Rooms are again in operation for passengers changing between trains
and buses.
Nagambie is to receive an additional waiting shelter.
Colin Rutledge and Bob Whitehead reported on the provision of a new connection for the Dookie Line at
Shepparton.
Rod Smith described crossing arrangements at Upper Ferntree Gully observed recently.
Rod Smith noted that level crossing works would be undertaken at Union Road, Surrey Hills this week-
end.
Rod Smith asked what is the tightest headway for mixed V/Line and Connex trains?  It is believed to be
three minutes.
Andrew McLean tabled the steel insert piece from a concrete gauge convertible sleeper.
Rod Smith asked how frequent is ultra sonic testing of rails carried out?  The answer given was every six
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months.
Graeme Dunn advised that an announcement had been made that the Oaklands Line would be converted
to Standard Gauge.
Andrew McLean asked what was the condition of the SG track north of Oaklands?  The answer was not
known.
Keith Lambert advised that the �NX� style control panel at Epping would be replaced by screen based
equipment next week and would incorporate remote control of the interlocking at Bell.
At Dandenong, the screen based equipment for the control of Craigieburn replicates the operation of the
former unit lever panel.
Rod Smith described recent delays at Clifton Hill due to lightning.
Colin Rutledge advised that ARTC had proposed to alter circuits to allow Wodonga �A� Box to switch out
permanently.
It is proposed that the Bandiana Line will close at the end of January 2009.
Colin Rutledge noted that all BG trains between Seymour - Albury are to cease running at the end of
November 2009.  An official handover date for the line has not been confirmed.
It was reported that a new subsidiary signal aspect to allow �short shunt� moves might be considered.
Keith Lambert reported that the area around the Flinders Street �A� Box had recently been cleaned up.
Bob Whitehead noted that No.2 Platform at Spencer Street Railway Station had been extended and that
trials of Motorail facilities had taken place.
Bill Johnston noted that a rail grinder is in use on the Sandringham Line. This led to a discussion about
rail grinding.
Bruce McCurry advised that the new 80 lever machine is now in use at the Diamond Valley Railway.
Brett Cleak suggested that the SG loops at Kilmore East and Tallarook were expected to be commissioned
in late 2008.  It is believed that the delay in commissioning is due to an issue with signal aspects.
Glenn Cumming reported that concrete sleepers were stacked adjacent to the BG line south of Wodonga.
Glenn Cumming noted that the extension of the crossing loop at Culcairn NSW had not yet been com-
pleted and due to a level crossing dispute with local residents, this work might never be finished.  It has
been suggested that the materials might even be removed and used at another location.
David Stosser asked what is the current headway between Dandenong - Cranbourne?  It is believed to be
five minutes.

Syllabus Item: -  The President introduced member Roderick B. Smith to present the Syllabus Item.
Rod presented the annual screening of slides from the collection of the late Stephen McLean, this year
featuring views of Indonesia from 1978 and Queensland from 1979.
At the completion of the Syllabus Item, The President thanked Rod for the entertainment & this was
followed by acclamation from those present.

Meeting closed at 22:34 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 20 February, 2009 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, Bedford
Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 42/08 to WN 51/08 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

19.10.2008 Flinders Street (SW 360/08, WN 42)
On Sunday, 19.10, the following signals were converted to U2L LEDs: Homes 145, 147, and 153.

20.10.2008 Flinders Street (SW 363/08, WN 42)
On Monday, 20.10., stage 1 of the Platform 12 extension project was commissioned. This involved the
abolition of Crossover 855 and Home 955. A new Crossover 855 (No 12 Road to the Down Sandringham
Line) was provided, but secured normal by point clips. No 9A East Road is consequently cannot be used
for through movements from Richmond Junction. Home 950 was relocated 17 metres in the Down direc-
tion, Home 945 relocated 14 metres in the Down direction, and Home 936 relocated 16 metres in the Down
direction. All these signals were converted to LED. Co-acting signal 950P was relocated to the rear of
Home 956. Diagram 53/08 (Flinders Street East) replaced 89/07.

(21.10.2008) Warrnambool (SW 175/08, WN 42)
Operating Procedure 65 was replaced by a new procedure allowing for the arrival of a Down Freight train
into No 1 Road. This requires that the Train Order is not to be fulfilled until it has been confirmed that it is
complete and it is clear of No 1 Road.

(21.20.2008) Eaglehawk (TON 443/08, WN 42)
Amend the Train Operating Data for Nelson St (168.399 km) to show flashing lights only, not boom
barriers. A speed restriction of 45 km/h for Up trains has been applied between the Up end of Eaglehawk
platform and Victoria Street.

22.10.2008 Kilmore East - Apex Siding (SW 174/08 & SW 184/08, WN 42 & 43)
On Wednesday, 22.10., the following alterations took place in connection with the provision of the
standard gauge passing lane. The existing broad gauge lead to the Apex Quarry Siding was slued 4
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metres to the right (Up side) of the existing alignment from the standard gauge crossing for 440 metres
on the Down side. A new crossing has been provided in the new road of Passing Lane No 3. The existing
broad gauge Points 22D at the exit to the Apex Quarry Siding have been relocated 30 metres in the Down
direction. Dwarf 12 at the exit of the siding was replaced by a new LED Dwarf 12 (lever 21) located 15
metres on the Up side of Dry Creek Road. Dwarf 12 was not commissioned and train movements past this
signal will be handsignalled. The existing ground frame (released by lever 6) and trailable points in the
Apex Siding on the Up side of the Dry Creek Road have been abolished. Lever 6 was sleeved normal. A
noticeboard lettered �Departing trains not to pass this point until Signal 12 is at Proceed� was provided
on the Down side of Dry Creek Road. Diagram 86/08 (Heathcote Junction - Kilmore East) replaced 116/
07.

22.10.2008 Macleod (SW 364/08, WN 43)
On Wednesday, 22.10., automatic pedestrian gates were provided at Ruthven St on the Up side of
Macleod. Diagram 41/08 (Dennis to Macleod) replaced 111/06.

25.10.2008 North Geelong C (SW 177/08, WN 42)
From 1700 hours Saturday, 25.10., control of the points and signals on the ARTC standard gauge and dual
gauge line operated from North Geelong C were transferred to ARTC Mile End.
The following signals were transferred and renumbered: Home 40 (72/26), Home 44 (72/24), Dwarf 48
(72/36), Dwarf 50 (72/34), Home 52 (72/32), Home 54 (72/30), Dwarf 56 (72/38), and Home 66 (72/6).
The control of the following points were transferred: Points 37 (now Points 27), Points 47 (29), and Points
49 (31).
At North Geelong C, the switch in/out key switch and indicating lights were abolished. The Gauge
Selector lever 62 was abolished. Slot release levers were provided at North Geelong C to provide a release
to the ARTC Train Controller for moves from the ARTC dual gauge line into the dual gauge Main Line
(lever 42), the Arrival Track (lever 44), or the Departure Track (lever 46). Levers 37, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 54,
56, 62, and 66 were abolished.
Diagram 110/08 (North Shore to North Geelong) replaced 106/08.

25.10.2008 Cranbourne (SW 367/08, WN 43)
On Saturday, 25.10., the Cranbourne Stabling Sidings were commissioned. Points/Derails 692, 693, 694,
695, 696, 697, and 698 were provided.

26.10.2008 Franklin Street (SW 369/08, WN 43)
On Sunday, 19.10, the following signals were upgraded from UGI TC1 type to UGI TC2 type LEDs: Posts
483, 554, 710, and 807

26.10.2008 Waurn Ponds (TON 451/08, WN 42)
On Sunday, 26.10., the Down end points were booked out of use due to defective point rodding.

26.10.2008 Flinders Street (SW 361/08, WN 43)
On Sunday, 26.10, the following signals were converted to U2L LEDs: Homes 099, 157, 188 & 183. A co-
acting signal was provided for Home 183. The co-acting signal is situated between the Up and Down line
opposite Post 183 and is a UGI tricolour LED signal. Amend Diagram 53/08 (Flinders Street East).

(28.10.2008) Dunolly (SW 185/08, WN 43)
From Friday, 24.10., clearance point boards were provided at each end of No 1 and 2 Roads as a trial. The
boards are reflective boards secured to the sleepers. The existing �F� boards will remain in place.

(28.10.2008) Dingee (SW 185/08, WN 43)
From Friday, 24.10., clearance point boards were provided at each end of No 1 and 2 Roads as a trial. The
boards are reflective boards secured to the sleepers.

28.10.2008 Massey (SW 180/08, WN 42)
On Tuesday, 28.10., boom barriers were added to the existing flashing lights at the Sunraysia Highway
(353.111 km (marked) or 361.475 km) on the Down side of Massey. Road traffic active advance warning
signs were provided.
The existing push buttons at the Down end points were replaced by a three position keyswitch. Indicating
lights were provided at the keyswitch to indicate the operatin of the advance warning signs. The existing
notice board at the Down end points for shunting trains was replaced by a new board requiring train
crews to ensure that the boom barriers were horizontal before entering the crossing.
Diagram 94/08 (Donald Loop to Morton Plains) replaced 58/07.

29.10.2008 South Geelong - Yarra St (SW 183/08, WN 43)
On Wednesday, 29.10., pedestrian gates were provided at Yarra Street (74.341 km). Amend Diagram 48/
05 (South Geelong).

01.11.2008 Mount Waverley (SW 379/08, WN 44)
On Saturday, 1.11., the heads on Down Automatic DG583 were lowered 1.5 metres (to 4.1 metres) to
improve signal sighting.

(05.11.2008) North Melbourne (SW 386/08, WN 44)
The following signals have been converted to LED: 471, 481, 577, 800, NME787, NME789, IAA510, and
IAA552.
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06.11.2008 Shepparton (SW 188/08, WN 45)
On Thursday, 6.11., the right hand signal on Post 10 was abolished, together with Posts 15 and 17. The
push buttons for these signals were taken out of service. If it is necessary to make a movement to or from
the Dookie line special instructions will be issued from the Office of the Manager Incidents and
Safeworking. Amend Diagram 40/07 (Mooroopna to Shepparton).

07.11.2008 Waurn Ponds (TON 471/08, WN 45)
On Friday, 7.11., the Down end of No 4 Road was booked out of service due to track condition. A left
hand derail block is provided 245 metres in the Down direction from the points leading from No 4 Road
into the Empty Roads.

08.11.2008 North Melbourne (SW 381/08, WN 45)
Between 2100 hours Friday, 7.11., and 0500 hours Sunday, 8.11., the following alterations were carried
out. Automatics 789 and 800 were relocated 35 metres in the Up direction. Automatic 803 was abolished.
Automatic 805 was relocated 53 metres in the Up direction and renumbered 803. Automatic 553 was
converted to a United TC2 tri-colour LED.

08.11.2008 Tyabb (SW 382/08, WN 45)
On Saturday, 8.11., the No 2 mast at the Mornington-Tyabb Rd level crossing was replaced by a new mast
with additional lights.

09.11.2008 South Kensington (SW 380/08, WN 45)
On Sunday, 9.11., Posts SKN655 and SKN764 were converted to United TC2 tri-colour LED heads.

09.11.2008 South Geelong (SW 189/08, WN 45)
Between 0001 hours Saturday, 8.11., and 1700 hours Sunday, 9.11., the following alterations took place.
The existing Annett locked points to the Goods Siding and rodded Derail and Crowder were relocated 30
metres in the Down direction. The points remain Annett locked. The 5P keyswitch for the operation of
Post 8 adjacent to the Annett locked points was similarly relocated. The Goods Siding has been reduced in
length to a clear standing room of 200 metres. Post 5 was renewed. Amend Diagram 48/05.

10.11.2008 Shepparton - Dookie (TON 472/08, WN 45)
On Monday, 10.11., this line was booked into service to allow the running of EM100. The baulks at
182.600km were removed. See SW171/08 for instructions re movements to and from the Dookie line.

11.11.2008 Strathmerton (SW 196/08, WN 45)
On Tuesday, 11.11., boom barriers were provided at the existing flashing lights at Murray Valley High-
way (353.111km) on the Down side of Strathmerton. Road traffic active advance warning signs were also
provided. The boom barriers are operated by a predictor adjusted so that trains travelling at more than
50km/h at the predictor board may accelerate. Diagram 92/08 (Congupna to Tocumwal) replaced 74/08.

12.11.2008 Yarrawonga (SW 197/08, WN 45)
On Wednesday, 12.11., flashing lights were provided at the unprotected Katamatite - Yarrawonga Road
(256.478 km) on the Up side of Yarrawonga. The crossing is operated by a predictor. Remote monitoring
equipment was provided.

(13.11.2008) Wingeel Loop - Maroona (SW 200/08, WN 45)
Diagrams 02/08 (Wingeel Loop - Tooli Block Point), 80/08 (Vite Vite Loop - Tatyoon Loop) and 78/08
(Maroona) replaced 14/07 and 72/07 as in service.

(13.11.2008) Wangaratta (SW 201/08, WN 45)
Following the cessation of broad gauge passenger services between Seymour and Albury (TON 473/08)
the following circulars are cancelled: SW 25/08 and TON 46/08.

15.11.2008 Flinders St (SW 393/08 & 394/08, WN 46)
On Saturday, 15.11., Crossover 855 was commissioned. This crossover leads from No 12 Track to the
Down Sandringham line. Diagrm 57/08 (Flinders Street East) replaced 53/08. The overhead was commis-
sioned on Monday, 17.11.

14.11.2008 Kilmore East - Apex Siding (SW 204/08, WN 46)
On Friday, 14.11., Dwarf 12 (lever 21) was restored to use. It will display a purple light for stop and a
green light for proceed. The provision of a hand signaller is no longer required and SW184/08 is can-
celled.

16.11.2008 Craigieburn (SW 387/08, WN 46)
On Sunday, 16.11., a turnout was installed in the lead between the Down line and the sidings. The turnout
was secured normal. Amend Digram 120/07.

17.11.2008 Echuca (TON486/08, WN 46)
On Monday, 17.11., Nos 4 and 5 Roads were booked out to permit the construction of the Echuca Stabling
Yard security fencing. The points at the Up end have been secured to lie for No 7 Road, and at the Down
end for Nos 2 and 3 Roads.

(20.11.2008) Riggs Creek Loop (SW 202/08, WN 46)
Commencing forthwith Signallers will not be in attendance at Riggs Creek Loop unless trains are to cross.
All trains must be issued with through train orders when signallers are not in attendance. When it is
necessary to cross trains, track machines, or hi-rail vehicles at Riggs Creek Loop the procedures contained
in SW 59/07 must be followed.
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23.11.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 397/08, WN 47)
On Sunday, 23.11., the low speed aspects on Posts SST550, SST564, SST566, and SST590 were altered to
allow a running low speed indication provided the track in advance is clear.

23.11.2008 North Geelong - East Yard Connection (SW 203/08 & 206/08, WN 46 & 47)
On Sunday, 23.11., the VDU displays at the Geelong Regional Control Centre were updated as follows:
* The indications for the former switch locked points on the East Line at North Shore were removed.
* The existing track circuit indications for the siding track at North Shore Road level crossing were re-

tained, and track circuit indications were provided for the connecting track to the CIGL between Posts
CGL48 and GLG68.

* A slot release indicator will be provided for movements past GLG72 towards the CIGL. When the release
is provided by the CIGL signaller, the indicator will illuminate and the signaller at the Geelong Regional
Control Centre can clear GLG72 for moves towards CGL48.

When rail traffic is required to operate between the CIGL and the North Geelong East Yard the CIGL and
Geelong signallers must confer. The CIGL signaller must provide the CGL50 release for moves from the
East Yard towards CGL48, and must ensure the release is cancelled before requesting permission for a
move from the CIGL to the East Yard.
In addition, the �V� and �S� indicators have been removed from CGL44, and the �M� and �GL� indicators on
CGL40 were replaced by a theatre indicator. Amend Diagram 110/08.

28.11.2008 Clifton Hill (SW 398/08, WN 48)
On Friday, 28.11., No 1A Track was abolished. Points 013 at the Up end of No 1 Track and Dwarfs
CHL113 and CHL118 were abolished. Diagram 55/08 (Jolimont - Merri & Westgarth) replaced 131/06,
however the intended removal of Points 018 at the Down end of No 1 Track and the installations of the
new turnout at the Down end of No 1 Track did not occur.

29.11.2008 Bell - Epping (SW 399/08 & SW404/08, WN 48 & 49)
On Saturday, 29.11., the existing NX panel at Epping was replaced by a VDU based system. Kingfisher
remote control systems replaced the existing MRC at Epping, Lalor, Keon Park and Bell. Remote control
was provided for the panel at Bell. This panel may be switched to �local� operation when required.
It was intended to alter the post phones so that they were switched through to Epping when the local
panel was switched out or in remote control. This did not occur, and they will be switched through to
Metrol unless the panel is in local control and switched in. Until further notice, the panel must remain in
local mode, but may be switched out.

29.11.2008 Seymour (SW 214/08, WN 48)
On Saturday, 29.11., circuit alterations were made due to the closure of the broad gauge line to Albury.
Home 36 will be prevented from showing a Clear Medium Speed aspect, and Home 38 from showing a
Clear Normal Speed aspect. Both Homes can now display a Low Speed Warning aspect for moves
towards the baulks on the Wodonga line at 99.500 km. Home 64 and Repeating Signal E1024 will be
secured in the normal position.

29.11.2008 Dennis - Fairfield (SW 396/08, WN 47)
On Saturday, 29.11., the following signals were converted to United TC2 tri-colour LEDs: S218, S221,
S234, S245, S248, and S257.

01.12.2008 Seymour - Wodonga (SW 207/08 & 220/08, TON 506/08, WN 48 & 50)
Commencing 0001 hours on Monday, 1.12., the broad gauge line between 99.772 km at Seymour (High
St) and the Murray River at Wodonga was transferred from V/Line to ARTC. The broad gauge was
baulked at 99.500 km. The last broad gauge train was 9358 (1655 hours) Up Wodonga Coal Sidings to
North Shore Block Log Train which arrived complete at Seymour at 0000 hours Friday 28.11.
The following operating procedures have been cancelled: 34-104 (Seymour - Wodonga Master Keys),
SW119/07 (Benalla Operating Procedures), 34-106 (Wodonga - Down Distant signal), SW 1301/99
(Wodonga - Albury South), SW150/06 (Wodonga - Albury South broad gauge), 34-108 (Wodonga Coal
Sidings Rail Tractor), SW59/07 (Riggs Creek Loop - Interim working of trains), SW202/08 (Riggs Creek
Loop - Issue of Through Train Orders), and SW49/06 (Issue of Track Warrants - Wodonga - Albury broad
gauge).
Fortress Type Master Keys 65, 66, and 67 were withdrawn from service.The Fortress ST21 Master Keys
attached to Master Keys 51, 55 and 60 were removed.
The Benalla - Oaklands line will remain booked out of service. The Wodonga Coal Sidings - Bandiana
section will operate as normal.

(02.12.2008) North Shore - North Geelong (SW 209/08, WN 48)
Signalling Diagram 116/08 replaced 110/08 as in service.

(02.12.2008) Sutherland - Cope Cope (SW 210/08, WN 48)
Signalling Diagram 14/08 replaced 44/06 as in service.

(02.12.2008) Congupna - Strathmerton - Tocumwal (SW 213/08 & SW 215/08, WN 48)
Signalling Diagram 74/08 was provided as in service. The principle alterations on the diagram were at
Wunghnu and Strathmerton. At Wunghnu, the Down end Master Key locked points and rodded derail
were abolished. At Strathmerton the points to the Cobram line together with the Master Key lock and
point lever, the signal quadrant for the Up Home from Cobram, and the Up and Down Location Boards
were abolished.
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Operating Procedure 112 was cancelled.
03.12.2008 Waurn Ponds (TON 513/08, WN 49)

On Wednesday, 3.12., the left hand derail (see TON 451/08) was replaced by a baulk.
03.12.2008 Pyramid (TON 510/08, WN 49)

On Wednesday, 3.12., the siding was booked out of service due to siding condition.
06.12.2008 Centrol (SW 212/08, WN 48)

On Saturday, 6.12., the Tottenham Area Signaller was relocated from Room 6 to Room 10.
10.12.2008 Merbein (SW 211/08, WN 48)

On Wednesday, 10.12., flashing lights were provided at the unprotected Paschendale Rd (624.603 km) on
the Down side of Merbein. Operation will be by predictors and remote monitoring equipment will be
provided. Diagram 12/08 (Mildura - Yelta) replaced 62/06.

13.12.2008 Carrum (SW 408/08, WN 50)
On Saturday, 13.12., Controlled Automatic F1130 (lever 6) was converted to a Westinghouse Multi-aspect
LED head.

(16.12.2008) Congupna - Strathmerton - Tocumwal (SW 213/08 & SW 215/08, WN 48)
Signalling Diagram 74/08 (Congupna - Tocumwal) was issued as in service. The principle alterations on
the diagram was the upgrading of the Murray Valley Highway crossing at Strathmerton.

(16.12.2008) Hurstbridge (SWP 18/08, WN 50)
Operating Procedure 35 (Driver in charge operation) has been updated to reflect the current timetable.

16.12.2008 Marshall (SW 218/08, WN 50)
On Tuesday, 16.12., the signalling alterations were carried out in connection with the extension of the
platform. Post 7 was relocated 15 metres in the Down direction and a co-acting signal was provided on
Post 5.  The platform has been extended by 5 metres at the Up end and 13 metres at the Down end.
Diagram 120/08 (Marshall) replaced 50/05.

16.12.2008 Tabilk (SW 219/08, WN 50)
On Tuesday, 16.12., flashing lights were provided at the unprotected Tabilk-Monea Rd level crossing
(119.340 km). The flashing lights are operated by a predictor adjusted to allow trains travelling at more
than 50 km/h to continue to accelerate after passing the indicator board. Remote monitoring equipment
was provided.

17.12.2008 Traralgon (TON 540/08, WN 51)
On Wednesday, 17.12., the existing baulk in the Old Fuel Road was relocated 6 metres in the Down
direction due to fuelling opertions.

22.12.2008 Shepparton - Dookie (TON 544/08, WN 51)
On Monday, 22.12., the section between 184.441 km (Shepparton) and Dookie was booked out of use.

(23.12.2008) Signallers Caution Orders - Defined Station Limits (SW 228/08, WN 51)
When a Signallers Caution Order has been issued to pass a defective Home signal leading into a section
worked by Train Staff and Ticket, Double Line Block, Train Orders, or Track Block, the requirement to
proceed cautiously to the next fixed signal will only apply within the area defined by Station Limits as
defined by Section 2, Rule 23C, Book of Rules.

(23.12.2008) Pyrenees Loop - Deep Lead Loop (SW 222/08, WN 51)
Diagram 122/08 (Pyrenees Loop - Deep Lead Loop) replaced 4/08 as in service.

(23.12.2008) Donnybrook - Wallan (SW 221/08, WN 51)
Diagram 84/08 (Donnybrook - Wallan) replaced 114/07 due to the extension of Donnybrook Loop.

23.12.2008 Sunbury (TON 536/08, WN 50)
On Monday, 22.12., until 0200 hours on Tuesday, 23.12., dual boom barriers were provided on each side
of Gap Road (38.011km).

23.12.2008 Mitiamo (SW 223/08, WN 51)
On Tuesday, 23.12., flashing lights and boom barriers were provided at the unprotected level crossing at
Bendigo-Pyramid Rd (228.859 km) at the Up end of Mitiamo. A three position V5PSW keyswitch was
provided at the Up end points to manually control the level crossing during shunting movements. A
notice board lettered �Shunting trains must not enter the crossing until boom barriers are horizontal� was
erected near the Up end main line points. The existing noticeboards and pushbuttons at the Up end were
abolished.
The boom barriers will be operated by a predictor set so that trains exceeding 50 km/h at the indicator
boards may continue to accelerate. Remote monitoring equipment was provided.

26.12.2008 West Tower - Dynon Area (SW 225/08, WN 51)
On Friday, 26.12., the Dynon area control panel at West Tower was decommissioned as part of the
Southern Improvement Alliance Signalling upgrades.
At West Tower, Points 87, 95, 97, 103, 107, and 135 will be manually operated. Homes 88, 96, 104, and 112
were fixed at Stop. Dwarfs 90, 92, 94, 98, 102, 108, 110, 114, 114P, 126, 204, 206, 208, 210, 212, 214, 216, 218,
220, 222, 224, 226, 228, 230, and 232 were fixed at Stop.
During the commissioning works for the new signalling, trains will be hand signalled at North and South
Dynon.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Peter Fischer writes
I believe, as the author of Victorian signalling: By acci-

dent or design, it is appropriate that I respond to the two
less than flattering reviews of this publication that have fea-
tured in Somersault over the last two years. To establish
some context about my credentials, I have been an active
railway enthusiast with a special interest in signalling and
safeworking for some 50 years. Unlike one of your review-
ers, I am not a professional railway person having pursued
an academic career after having begun an apprenticeship
as an electrical fitter in signalling with the VR..

The evolution and research for the book occurred over a
decade and this ultimately resulted in it being published in
2006. My approach, perhaps different to the mainstream
railway enthusiast material, was to undertake the task in a
similar manner in which one would undertake research that
would ultimately appear as a thesis.

The choice of name for the book was entirely mine, and
is no more than a play on words. The subject matter in the
book certainly deals with Victorian times, Victorian Rail-
ways, design principles and accidents. It was not intended
to answer the specific question of the title in the text.

Material researched and reflected in the text came from
many sources, including at times, material that has appeared
in Somersault (which has been appropriately acknowl-
edged). The majority of the source material (totaling 96 ref-
erences) came from the ARHS Archives, overseas publica-
tions, the PTC, and the Public Records Office of Victoria.

During preparation I wrote the editor of Somersault re-
questing his cooperation and in particular, clearance for use
of some of the material appearing in Somersault. No reply
was ever received. With the exception of one member, the
support from the SRSV has been disappointing to say the
least. I certainly would have appreciated access to the SRSV
archives to resolve some of the questions, however this of-
fer was never made.

I have no intention of debating the comments made by
Mr. Rutledge in his review, however it is disappointing that
many of his comments are subjective or relate to his obser-

vations of material that appears to be in his personal col-
lection and inaccessible to the mainstream researcher. Some
others in my view are not correct. Whilst his efforts in
retaining material that would otherwise have been de-
stroyed are commendable, it is a pity that there appears to
be selective sharing of this information.

The book, with its shortcomings, covers a topic that has
not been presented before. The demand for the book is con-
firmed by the excellent sales results achieved over the last
two years. I have every intention of revising and repub-
lishing the book in the future and would appreciate appro-
priate input to improve the text and resolve the questions
that were unanswered.

Finally I hope, in taking this project further, my experi-
ence with the SRSV will improve and a revised and ex-
panded version will be a more positive experience for all
involved.

Vance Findlay writes
Re Somersault Vol 31, No 4 - No 1 Signalbox, Spencer

Street.
I would like to add some further information on the ear-

lier times of No 1 Signal Box. Somersault of September 1979,
Vol 2, No 5, on page 10, list of interlockings - No 1 Spencer
Street station, 70 levers, opened October 1878. I don�t know
if this date came from VR records, or from the newpaper
information of that time. At that time it was the old termi-
nus, with its awkward S curve approach, predating the
change to the present day platforms angled at about 11
degrees to Spencer Street which was introduced in stages
from December 1879 to March 1880.

Firstly, a bird�s eye view (drawing) of Melbourne de-
picts a tall semaphore mast, the west side of Spencer Street
station in the early 1860s. If this depiction is true to life, then
that mast was soon replaced by No 1 Signal Station of 1864.
The concept of the signal station was introduced in the UK
in the 1850s and this embodied the latest concept in British
safeworking technolgy to be adopted by the VR.

The signal station was moved in November 1875 when

Operations Co-ordinators will be located at the SIA Site Office near the North Dynon Relay Room and
will be responsible for the co-ordination of train running and project testing. All communication regard-
ing train running, including liason between the in-field Signallers, the various Train Control Centres, and
the testing Stff will be conducted through the Operations Co-ordinator.
South Kensington/North Dynon, South Dynon/Sims St Junction, West Footscray
Signallers will manually operate the points and authorise movements past the fixed signals under the
direction of the Operations Co-ordinator.
Prior to authorising a movement past Home 112 towards the Up Through Goods Line at South Kensing-
ton, the North Dynon Signller must ensure that there are no trains standing on the Down Through
Goods Line and the Up Through Goods Line is clear to Post SKN774 (see Operating Procedure 13A in SW
172/07).
Points 103 leading to W track will be secured in the reverse position (leading away from W track) by a
lockable point clip. The key will be held by the South Dynon Signaller.
The Dock Link Road protection equipment will not operate automatically for train movements and a level
crossing keeper will manually operate the crossing for each movement under the direction of the Signaller
located at South Dynon Junction and Sims St Junction. To prevent confusion between the level crossing
operation and track work operations, the level crossing keeper will NOT give an �all clear� hand signal
to the train crews. The driver of an approaching train must ensure that the crossing is operating nd the
boom gates are lowered prior to entering the crossing.
West Footscray
The following signalling alterations were carried out. Points 15, 20, and 24 will be manually operated.
The existing gauge splitters on the dual gauge tracks will be abolished and replaced with point ma-
chines and a moveable blade. Points 15 and 20 will be relocated to form a short section of single line
between the Up and Down Independent Goods Lines and the leads to the Dual Gauge Lines. The lead
into the Tottenham Yard will be connected to the Down Independent Goods Line.
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a new middle platform for Williamstown and Essendon
trains was introduced, along with a track rearrangement in
time for the Melbourne Cup traffic of that year (the first
time the Cup was held on a Tuesday). There were a number
of semaphore signals and some remote controlled points.
A loop line was also in use, providing a third line to
Batmans Hill Outer Junction. Its original use was for light
engines to run from the 1862 nine road engine shed to
Batmans Hill goods sidings without interfering with main
line traffic.

A memo at the PROV (VPRS425/P0 Unit 25 Ref 559/75
3555 dated 9 June 1875) from the Engineer in Chief�s office
to the Secretary for Railways mentions signalling and lock-
ing the north end of the Melbourne Terminus thence to
Dudley Street, North Melbourne, and Essendon Junction.
The work of McKenzie and Holland received the most fa-
vourable comment, as well as Saxby and Farmer for consid-
eration. It was stated that �the application of this system to
the interior of the Spencer Street portion of the Melbourne
yard is at present omitted in accordance with T
Higinbotham�s wish, as it is probable that considerable
changes will be made there to facilitate, and increase the
accommodation for the working of the passenger traffic.�
So it was decided tht Essendon Junction, Outer Junction,
North Melbourne, and Inner Junction should go ahead, and
that Spencer Street terminus, being a more difficult task,
should be deferred for the time being. These four boxes
opened, in that order, between July and October 1876.

A notation in the margin of the memo of 9 June 1875
states �Scheme for Signalling and Locking Spencer St sta-
tion to Essendon Jun:- Complete.� Possibly all the planning
was done by late 1875, including the track layout for Spen-
cer Street station, so much so that the entire apparatus for
all the signal boxes was ordered with the intention that the
apparatus for No 1 would be stored until it was required,
that is, after the western platform for the Williamstown and
Essendon trains (with run around loops) was constructed.

About the time that the Inner and Outer Junction Signal
Boxes opened in 1876, there was mention of distant signals
being operated from a signal cabin near No 3 Goods Shed
for the approach around the S curve to the passenger sta-
tion. This cabin may have been referred to as No 1 Signal
Box and it was not interlocked. The signal on Post 24, for-
merly an Outer Junction Down Home, was altered to an Up
Distant worked from this non-descript signal cabin.
VPRS425/P0 Unit 31 Reg No 1909 of 9 July 1877 from the
Inspector in charge of the working of the yard deals with
the extension of the interlocking system for points and sig-
nals to the passenger station, Melbourne. It notes four dis-
tant semaphores worked from a cabin at the south end of
No 3 Goods Shed, that all platforms were occasionally in
use, and the use of the loop line for Up and Down traffic.

The next innovation was the long western platform
which was opened on 1 January 1878 for Williamstown and
Essendon trains. This featured run round loops with coal
and water facilities and did away with costly pilot engine
workings (at least for the suburban trains). The costly prob-
lem of shunting the trains had been pursued by Parliament
for some years, and this was seen as a big step in the right
direction. This new platform was probably one of the main
reasons Thomas Higinbotham held off any earlier plans for
a big signal box.

The completion of the western platform, and the diver-
sion of various sidings from main line connections into an
interlocked headshunt, meant that the 70 lever interlocked
No 1 Signal Box could be completed. It was partially com-
missioned on Sunday, 27 October 1878, and officially
opened the next day by John Woods, M.P., the Commis-

sioner of Railways, pulling some levers for the benefit of
the newspaper people. A composite photograph of the Spen-
cer Street trackwork reconstruction was presented to Mr
Woods to mark the occasion, and the photo depicts the
original No 1 Signal Box.

The Age of Tuesday, 29 October 1878 (p 3) under �Lock-
ing Points and Signals� reported �point alterations work
so far completed last Saturday, that advantage was taken of
the cessation of traffic on Sunday to connect portion of the
new mechanism, and yesterday, for the first time, it was
brought into actual use. Mr E. Philpott of McKenzie and
Holland supervised the work. The box contains 70 levers.
The first train admitted to the station being one from
Williamstown and one from Essendon. The levers were
worked by Mr. Woods. For the present, only the
Williamstown and Essendon lines will be managed from
this new box, but in the course of a few weeks the altera-
tions will be finished, and the complete system will come
into play. The entire cost is $1900; but alread it has effected
a saving of $2700 per annum by dispensing with the pilot
engine and shunter under the old system.�

The Argus of Tuesday, 29 October 1878 (p9) under �The
Spencer-Street Railway Yard� reported �[Spencer St] origi-
nally designed for the Geelong line of 40 miles... constantly
growing... now accommodates traffic of nearly 1000 miles...
piecemeal or hand-to-mouth existence. For years past it
has been in contemplation to re-form Spencer-street termi-
nus. Messrs McKenzie and Holland apparatus... that it keeps
the main lines traffic distinct from the suburban traffic on
the Williamstown and Essendon lines, and precludes the
necessity previously existing for thelong and short jour-
ney trains crossing each other�s paths; that it enables the
engines working on Williamstown and Essendon lines to
run round the ends of their trains, coal and water in a few
minutes, returning to their stations in front of their trains
without help from the pilot engine, as was formerly re-
quired. The signalbox is just opposite the end of Little
Bourke-street. Seventy levers of the apparatus actuate 31
signals and 39 points, the end of the levers being 35 ft.
apart... some years may yet elapse before the Spencer-street
terminus is entirely reconstructed.

The Australasian Sketcher of 28 September 1878 fea-
tured a preview and an illustration of the signalbox inte-
rior and a signalman titled �New interlocking apparatus,
Spencer Street Terminus�.

The official records for No 1 Signal Box apparently com-
mence at 21 March 1880, with the construction of the two
new wooden platforms which are todays No 2 Platform and
the island Platform Nos 3 and 4. For many years, the island
platform was Nos 3, 4, 5 and 6 platforms, but was altered to
only the two concourse end numbers, 4 and 5, in the 1920s
renumbering.

It is evident that the No 1 Box of 27 October 1878 was
relocated some 250 feet further northwards. It was now
located off the end of the island platform and came back
into use on 21 March 1880 with 66 of its 70 levers in use.
There does not seem to be any photos of it in this position,
other than some photos taken by using the signal box as a
vantage point. A photo was taken about 1880 looking south
down the islan platform. Other photos look east; a photo of
the Royal Train in May 1881, and c1882 a photo of Old A
204 on the Sydney Express with the old water tower being
featured (PTC H1121).

The reference by John Richmond to No 1 Signal Box in
June 1879, would have been quite correct, the box having
been in service for some seven or so months. The interlock-
ing records for the period 27 October 1878 to March 1880
are apparently missing.
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THE NEWPORT - WILLIAMSTOWN LINE

One hundred and fifty years ago, on the 13 January 1859,
the first sections of the Victorian Railways were officially
opened. These were the main line from Melbourne to
Sunbury, and the branch line from Footscray to
Williamstown Pier. Public Victorian Railways services to
Williamstown began on 17 January. This year consequently
marks the 150th anniversary of the Victorian Railways. It
should be noted however, that public traffic to
Williamstown Pier actually commenced on 3 October 1857
when the trains of the Geelong and Melbourne Railway
Company were extended to Williamstown Pier from their
temporary station near Newport.

When the line was opened for traffic in January 1859
there were no stations between Footscray and Williamstown,
although Geelong Junction would have been a safeworking
location. There were two stations at Williamstown:
Williamstown itself and Williamstown Pier situated at the
shore end of Railway Pier. Geelong Junction was opened
for traffic on 1 March 1859 (and subsequently renamed
Williamstown Junction in 1869 and Newport on 1 Novem-
ber 1881). North Williamstown was opened on 1 February
1859. Williamstown Beach was opened as plain �Beach� on 7
August 1889 and renamed on 1 February 1915.

Looking at the simple, under utilized, Williamstown sta-
tion today, it is hard to appreciate just how important
Williamstown was to the Victorian Railways for its first 100
years. In 1918, for example, the Officer-in-Charge of
Williamstown was a Class 2 Stationmaster. The only more
senior Stationmasters were Ballarat, Bendigo, Flinders-street,
Geelong, Port Melbourne, and Spencer-street. The reason
for this importance was the three deepwater piers through
which much of Victoria�s grain crop was exported. The first
rail connected pier, Railway Pier, was brought into service
before the Victorian Railways for the import of material and
the use of the G&M Railway Company. A breakwater was
constructed in 1859/60 and the Breakwater Pier was pro-
vided in its lee in 1861. The New Railway Pier was con-
structed in 1877. These piers were taken over by the re-
formed Melbourne Harbour Trust (MHT) on 1 December
1913. The MHT renamed Railway Pier and the New Rail-
way Pier to Gellibrand Pier and Nelson Pier (respectively)
on 9 May 1923. At that time the piers were still very busy
with the grain harvest.

The beginning of the end for Williamstown as a rail con-
nected port was the decision to construct the export termi-
nal for bulk grain at Geelong instead of Williamstown. The
terminal at Geelong was brought into service around 1940.
Rail traffic through Williamstown began to decline as farm-
ers moved to bulk handling instead of shipping bagged
wheat through Williamstown.

Breakwater Pier was subsequently taken out of service
in 1943. In August 1951 the MHT decided to reconstruct
Breakwater Pier as an oil terminal for the import of oil des-
tined for the new refineries near Altona. The railway lines
leading to the Breakwater Pier were baulked in early De-
cember 1953. Use of Gellibrand Pier (the old Railway Pier)
for import and export ceased in February 1956 and the Pier
was closed to all rail traffic, although it was still used to
berth ships. In 1960 the MHT made the decision to recon-
struct Gellibrand Pier as a second oil berth. This left Nelson
Pier (the former New Railway Pier) as the last remaining
rail connected pier at Williamstown. However, at this time
the MHT was busy building the new Appleton and Swanson
Docks and the need for a general cargo pier at Williamstown
was over. The last year tonnages were recorded for Nelson
Pier was in 1964, but it was subsequently used for berthing

ships. Nelson Pier ceased being listed in the MHT annual
report in 1968 as it was sold to the Commonwealth Govern-
ment who owned the adjacent dockyard. The Common-
wealth subsequently demolished the pier and replaced it
with a new Nelson Pier on a slightly different site. The run
down in traffic at Williamstown is reflected in the reduc-
tion in facilities on the line from Newport.

In addition to the piers, Williamstown was the site for
the major railway workshops between 1858 and 1889 when
they were replaced by Newport Workshops. Of longer term
significance was the Williamstown Dockyard situated be-
tween the Gellibrand and Nelson Piers. Construction of the
dockyard began in 1868 and the graving dock was opened
in March 1874. It was operated by the state government until
around 1917 when it was taken over by the Department of
the Navy. It was returned to state government control in
1924 when it administered by the MHT. Administration re-
verted to the Department of the Navy in 1942, where it re-
mained until it was privatised in ? For most of its life the
dockyard was rail served, but it is not known when the rail
connection was severed.

North Williamstown

This station is situated 7 1/2 miles from Melbourne on
theUp side of the Ferguson Street level crossing. On the Up
side of the line between Newport and North Williamstown
is the Newport Workshops, and on the Down side was
formerly the extensive Newport goods yard. This is now a
housing estate.

North Williamstown was opened for passengers on 1
February 1859, and had been opened for goods traffic by 1
July 1889. Double line block working on the line had been
introduced between April and July 1886 with North
Williamstown working to Newport on the Up and Ann-
street Signalbox (Williamstown) on the Down.

A signalbox with 20 lever frame was provided at North
Williamstown on 29 March 1896. The first knowledge I have
of the layout at North Williamstown comes in September
1898 when Diagram 628/98 was issued. I do not have a copy
of the diagram, but the layout has been reconstructed from
the list of signals in the Weekly Notice. At the Melbourne
end there was a trailing crossover and a connection from
the �Newport Loop�. This appears to have been  goods loop
from a very much smaller Newport goods yard. The signal
box was situated adjacent to the gates at Ferguson St and
appears to have been on the Down side of the line. From a
signalling perspective, perhaps the most interesting feature
was the goods siding which was situated on the Down side
of the line on the Down side of Ferguson Street. Post 55 con-
trolled shunting movements from the goods siding. It should
be noted that the goods siding is in the block section, and
presumably, shunting goods trains were signalled intothe
section on the block instruments.

Beach was opened as a block post on 9 December
1901and the opportunity was taken to remove the Down
Homes serving as the starting signal to the new post in ad-
vance of the goods siding which also carried the Down Dis-
tant for Beach station. An Up Starting signal was provided
at North Williamstown on 4 October 1909, and in June 1911
telephones were provided at both starting signals.

Wicket gates were provided at Ferguson Street on 24
September 1911 and the frame was renewed and extended
to 21 levers. However, on 25 June 1914 a new signalbox was
provided on the opposite side of the line with a 21 lever
tappet frame. There was no change to the signalling at this
time.
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In 1916 substantial changes were made at the Down end
of the yard. On 2 January an Up loop siding was provided
between Williamstown Beach and North Williamstown for
use by Up Goods trains or light engines. On 5 March 1916
Grain Sidings were provided on the Down side of the line
between North Williamstown and Williamstown Beach. The
former goods siding became Siding B and formed the dead
end at the Up end of the new sidings. At this stage of the
First World War British shipping was entirely controlled by
the British government who had redeployed most of the
ships to the North Atlantic. This made it extremely difficult
to export grain from Australia and the Victorian govern-
ment erected large grain storage sheds at a number of loca-
tions in Victoria to store wheat pending shipping becoming
available. By May 1916, the sidings in the Newport Yard
had been extended as shown in the diagram.

The line to Williamstown Pier was electrified in 1920.
The overhead was energised around the beginning of Au-
gust, and trials were conducted on the 12 August. Electric
trains began to run on 22 August, replacing individual steam
sets, leading to the introduction of the full new electric serv-
ice on 29 August 1920. Only the main lines and the crosso-
ver at the Down end were electrified at North Williamstown.
Possibly in conjunction with the use of electric trains, a disc
was provided in late November 1920 on Post 64 to control
setback moves from the Down to the Up lines.

On 21 December 1921 a facing connection was provided
from the Down line to the Grain Siding. It appears that by
this time the second grain siding had been removed and the
remaining siding effectively became a Down Goods loop.
To work the new connections the frame was extended by 5
levers at the left hand end. These levers were �numbered� A
to E. Curiously, while there were lengthy instructions for
working the Up Goods Loop, it does not appear that in-
structions were issued for the operation of the Grain Sid-
ing.

Previously, in early November 1921, the signals on Post
61 had been relocated to new posts. The Down Home had
been relocated to a lop bracket post, presumably for better
visibility through the overhead. In 1925 the points at the Up
end were relocated further out to allow the platforms to be
extended for 7 car electric trains. Post 62 was relocated 30
yards further on 22 January 1925 and, on 28 January 1925
Crossover 7 was relocated 100 yards further out and Post
62A was relocated 80 yards further out. It should be noted
that the point indicator was relocated from Points 7D to
Points 6D. On 10 September 1925 the dead end at the exit of
the Newport Sidings was extended to form a new Siding C
and an additional disc was provided on Post 62B. The pro-
vision of �Siding C� implies that Siding B still existed at the

Up end of the Grain Siding, but this Siding had been re-
moved by 1928.

Block Rule 4 was modified in late January 1929. Down
trains could henceforward be accepted under full line clear
in clear weather provided the line was clear to the start of
the platform (approximately 146 yards). Also in 1929 instruc-
tions were issued for the shunting of electric trains. These
used the Down end crossover and the crews were instructed
to change ends at the Down platform, push along the Down
line to beyond the crossover, and drive through crossover
to the Up platform

The next signalling change did not occur for nearly thirty
years, and then it was only the provision of normally open
wickets at Ferguson Street on 7 July 1959.

The removal of the rail connection to the piers at
Williamstown by the mid sixties was reflected in the with-
drawal of facilities on the railway. The first to go was the
closure of Williamstown Beach as a block post on 26 June
1965 and this meant the abolition of the Grain Siding and
Up Loop line. The associated points and disc signals at North
Williamstown were removed and the relevant levers sleeved.
On 7 August 1966 Post 63B was removed, and this probably
marks the removal of the sleeved levers from the frame.

The interlocked gates and wickets t Ferguson Street were
abolished on 29 September 1967 and manually controlled
boom barriers were provided on 1 October 1967 worked by
the former gatestop lever. Post 66, the Down Starting, was
relocated to a new position on the Up platform.

On 21 May 1969 the remaining interlocked points were
spiked normal, removing the connection from the Newport
Sidings towards Williamstown. North Williamstown
signalbox was closed as a block post on 11 June 1969 with
the block section becoming Newport A - Williamstown. All
of the mechanical signals were abolished except for the Up
Home on Post 64 which was now controlled from a quad-
rant on the Up platform. The former mechanical Down Start-
ing signal on Post 66 was converted to a two position light
signal and became Newport A�s Down Starting signal. This
allowed a Down Williamstown train to be held clear of the
main lines at Newport while waiting acceptance at
Williamstown.

This was not the end of the signalbox itself, however, as
it was relocated as an exhibit to the nearby ARHS railway
museum where it can be seen today. It, however, does not
contain its original frame, but the frame from Springvale.

The Up Home was abolished on 3 August 1997 when
the double line block working was replaced by three posi-
tion automatic signalling. The Down Starting on Post 66 ws
redressed as an Automatic signal.
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WILLIAMSTOWN BEACH

Williamstown Beach was opened for passenger traffic ei-
ther on the 12 August 1889 as �Beach� station. It was not a
block post and, by July 1899 it was recorded that it only had
Up and Down Home signals.

On 19 December 1901 Beach was established as a block
post and provided with a six lever frame (all levers work-
ing). It was subsequently closed as a regular block post on 1
May 1902 and the WN noted that it would only be opened
as a block post for �special occasions�. The starting signals
were crossed.

For the 1905 grain season the double line between Beach
and Ann-street signalbox was converted to two parallel sin-
gle lines on 8 January 1905. The former Down line became
the Passenger Line and was worked by large Electric Staff
instruments. The former Up line became the Goods Line and
was worked by No 5 Pattern Tablet instruments. Beach was
also, of course, also opened as a double line block post with
the section North Williamstown - Beach. (The use of electric
staff and tablet on parallel single lines was found elsewhere
in Victoria, other examples being at North Fitzroy and
Moorabool.)  The instructions for the block working on the
Goods Line were:

It will be necessary on many occasions for a Down
Goods train to be left standing on the Goods line,
and for an engine to run round it by way of the Pas-
senger line for shunting purposes and to propel [to
the] yard from Beach station. When the shunter has
informed [the] Signalman at Ann-street that the
above will be necessary the later will deposit the
Tablet which brought in the train, in the instrument,
and he will not give the arrival signal, but the signal
�Last train still in section,� 5 beats, which the Signal-

man at Beach will reply to and put a sleeve on the
lever leading to the Goods line. On arrival of the en-
gine the Signalman at Beach will apply for  Tablet
for it to allow its going on to Goods train in the
Section. The signal will be, �Allow Engine on to
Goods Train,� 2-1-2 beats, to which Ann-street will
reply by again giving the �Last Train Still In Sec-
tion,� signal, 5 beats, and keep his bell plunger de-
pressed on the last beat to enable Beach to withdraw
a Tablet, who will repeat the signal, also caution
Driver of the state of the Section ahead, give him the
Table and allow him to proceed.

From the time of sending the signal 5 till the ar-
rival of the train, with the engine in rear (under the
2-1-2 Signal), within the station yard limits the Sig-
nalman at Ann-street must not ask Line Clear for nor
accept any train on the Goods Section, except the
aforesaid engine by medium of the 2-1-2 signal, nei-
ther must Beach apply for any other train or engine.
The propelled train will be cleared off in the usual
way on its arrival, when ordinary signalling will be
resumed. The Special Signals to be recorded, together
with time sent or received , in a line across page of
Train Book.

A scissor crossover was provided at the Down end of
the platforms, together with appropriate signals, to allow
trains to gain their correct line. To work the new layout a 14
lever Rocker frame was provided in  a new signalbay on the
Up platform.

These arrangements were known as �Arrangements B�.
On 30 April 1905 double line working resumed, this was
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known as �Arrangements A�. No details of the arrange-
ments at this time survive, but the scissor crossover was
probably spiked normal with the out of use signals crossed.
It appears that when double line working was in force,
Beach was not normally open as a block post.The closing
notice each year specifically stated that the block section
would be North Williamstown - Ann-street and that Beach
could, however, be opened as a block post when specially
ordered.

The single line working was subsequently brought into
service for the grain seasons in the following years: 1906 (14
January to 1 April), 1907 (late January to early April), 1909
(3 January to April), 1910 (late December 1909 to mid April),
1911 (early January to late May), 1912 (mid January to mid
March), 1913 (mid January to 16 March) and 1914 (early
Februay to 29 May).

For the 1912 season the two single lines were track-locked
in late January, apparently about a week after the single
line working was brought into use that year. The departure
Homes on Post 69 were fitted with reversers and the single
lines track circuited. The instructions in WN 4 read:

Beach and Williamstown are supplied with Track-
locking Switches, each of which have an indictor for
the Passenger line, Circuit A-B, and for the Goods
line, Circuit C-D.

Each Indicator for the Passenger and for the
Goods line is provided with a knob to turn it into
any one of the following three positions:-

(1) White Disc - Normal position when section
clear, and no train requires to occupy the section.

(2) White Disc - With the words train �Going To�
Beach or Williamstown, as the case may be.

(3) Red Disc - With the words train �Coming
From� Beach or Williamstown, as the case may be.

The following will be the method of working. As
an example, say Beach has a Passenger train to send
to Williamstown:- After the prescribed Block Signals
have been exchanged, Williamstown must turn the
Indicator for the Passenger line to read train�Coming
From� Beach. Beach must turn his Indicator to train
�Going To� Williamstown. Beach will then be in
position to lower the Signal on Post No. 69. in ac-
cordance with the Rules and Regulations. When the
�Train Arrival� signal for the train is received from
Williamstown and acknowledged by Beach, both Sig-

nalmen must turn the Indicator to the normal posi-
tion.

Unless the Indicators at Beach and Williamstown
are worked in unison, the Signal which leads on to
the Track-locked section cannot be lowered or turned
off.

If the Indictor is turned to the normal position
after the Signal is lowered, but before the train en-
ters the Track-locked section, the Signal will be re-
versed to the Danger position.

It appears that the track-locking was superimposed on
top of the electric staff and tablet working. When the single
line working was withdrawn in March 1912, the WN entry
specifically mentioned the withdrawal of electric staff and
tablet working. The opening and closing notices in subse-
quent years continued to refer to Beach as being opened as
an electric staff and tablet post, and usually the opening
notice also referred to the track-locking. Further, it appears
that the track locking was removed when double line work-
ing was in force, almost certainly because Beach was not
normally open as a double line block post.

Beach was finally opened regularly as a double line block
post as from the end of June 1914 when it was switched in
during the morning peak (0600-0930 hours) and evening
peak (1700-1915 hours).

Beach station was renamed �Williamstown Beach� on 1
February 1915.

It appears that the last year the single line working was
brought into service was 1916. The electric staff, tablet, and
track-locking were brought into service on 2 January 1916.
At the same time an Up loop siding was brought into serv-
ice between Williamstown Beach and North Williamstown.
The loop was only to be used for Up light engines or goods
trains and the relevant instructions read:

When an Up Goods train is approaching
Williamstown Beach the Signalman there must, if
North Williamstown cannot accept it on the Main
Line, turn it into the loop Siding.

The speed of the train must be reduced to a rate
not exceeding five (5) miles per hour before the Sig-
nalman at Williamstown Beach lowers the Signal for
the train to enter the Loop. The Driver must then
proceed by the Loop Siding at a rate of speed not
exceeding five (5) miles per hour. Should any delay
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occur at Post No. 64, Regulation 75 must be com-
plied with. The Signalman at Williamstown Beach
must not permit a train or engine or any vehicle to
enter upon the Loop line without first advising the
Signlman at North Williamstown, and the Signal-
man, North Williamstown, must advise the Signal-
man, Williamstown Beach, the time each train or
engine cleared the Loop Siding.

Whenever the Signalman at Williamstwon Beach
requires to turn a train or engine into the Loop Sid-
ing whilst another train or engine is already there,
he must, after advising the Signalman at North
Williamstown, stop the train and verbally instruct
the Driver of the second train or engine as to the state
of the Line ahead, a Green Flag by day and a Green
Light by night, held steadily in the hand, being at
the same time shown to the Driver and Guard.

The time of arrival and departure of Goods trains
entering the Loop, and also particulars of any tel-
ephone messages that may pass between the
Sigmalmen at North Williamstown and
Williamstown Beach in respect of such trains must
be shown in the Train Register Books, together with
an explanatory note in the �Remarks� column giv-
ing the name of the train and the reason of any de-
lay.

Each train or engine running over the Loop Sid-
ing must carry the proper Train Signals, as prescribed
in Regulations149 to 153 inclusive.

On 9 March 1916 the Grain Sidings were provided on
the Down side of the line between North Williamstown and
Williamstown Beach station.

The provision of the Loop and Grain Sidings severely
taxed the capacity of the frame at Williamstown Beach. As
the diagram below shows, it was necessary to resort to es-
capement cranks on all of the facing points to give the nec-
essary levers. Crossover 6 would have been particularly hard

to work with both ends of the crossover and two lockbars
being worked from the one lever. Even then, the points
and signals for the Grain Sidings had to be worked from a
crosslocked three lever ground frame.

The closure of single line working in early May 1916
marked the last time the single line equipment was brought
into service. In November 1916 it was notified that the
signalbox had been classified as Class 4, but that Signalmen
had to perform other duties as instructed.

The electric overhead was energised in early August
1920, with the trial train on the 12 August and the full elec-
tric service being brought into use on 29 August. Only the
main lines were ever electrified at Williamstown Beach. In
consequence it was impossible to operate the passenger serv-
ice over the single line to Williamstown. The single line sig-
nalling was subsequently abolished on 18 October 1920. The
delta crossover at the Down end was abolished and all three
bracket posts were replaced by simple straight masts. This
freed up enough levers to work the connection to the Grain
Sidings and abolish the escapement on Crossover 5.

Like North Williamstown, these alterations in the early
�20s marked the end of signalling improvements. The fol-
lowing years saw a few touches. Post 69 was moved 95 feet
further out on 16 November 1924. The Up Distant was low-
ered about 2 feet on its post on 6 November 1925, and was
fitted with a yellow arm on 23 October 1929.

The next major alteration was the provision of boom
barriers at Giffard Street on 30 June 1961 in lieu of the hand
gates. At Williamstown Beach, the Down Starting on Post
69 was abolished and the gatekeeper�s home on Post 71
became the new Down Starting signal. Both it and the Down
Distant were motorised.

Williamstown Beach was disestablished as a block post
on 26 June 1965. The Up Loop and Grain Siding were abol-
ished at the same time, together with the mechanical frame
and all signals except the Homes on Post 68 and 70. These
two Homes were worked by quadrants on the platforms.
The Homes were duly abolished on 3 August 1997 when
three position signalling replaced the double line block.
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(Above) The standard gauge points to Uncle Ben�s
Siding at the Down end of Wodonga. The points to
the siding are worked from the two lever ground
frame with one lever working the points and associ-
ated catch points, and the other lever working the
plunger (facing point lock). The plunger lever is
electrically released by Lever 19 at Wodonga A. The
telephone cabinet above the levers contains a tel-
ephone for conversing with the signalman at A box,
a indicator to show when the release has been given,
a push button to operate the electric lock, and two
push buttons to manually operate the Kelly Street
flashing lights (seen in the background). The stand-
ard gauge Uncle Ben�s siding was provided on 16
September 1971. (Left) The yard at Wodonga was
extensively resignalled in 1960/1 due to the provi-
sion of the new standard gauge line to Melbourne.
Curiously, even at this late date, the Up end of the
broad gauge yard was entirely mechanically sig-
nalled and this post was provided on 30 April 1961.
On the right the X class and rake of containers are
standing in the standard gauge former No 1 Cattle
Siding. The mechanical frame in Wodonga A did not
just work the broad gauge, but also worked the stand-
ard gauge sidings at the Up end of Wodonga. Post 5
carries the Down Home (lever 27). The discs apply
to the Carriage Sidings (top left, lever 28), Engine
Sidings (bottom left, lever 29), and Nos 3 and 4
Roads (right, lever 30). When this post was pro-
vided it carried a fourth disc for broad gauge moves
to the livestock sidings, but this disc was removed
in 5 October 1988. Photo taken on the SRS tour of
16 February 2000.
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(Above) Further in, on the same SRS tour, Post 6B controls moves from the headshunt (Siding C) to the Carriage Sidings and Engine
Sidings (left hand disc) and Nos 1 to 4 Roads (righthand disc).  The signal bridge carries the Down Homes to No 1 (Platform loop) or No
2 Road. Wodonga A box can be seen between the signalbridge and the left of the louvre van (which is standing in the standard gauge
diesel siding). (Below) Wodonga A box was commissioned on 10 December 1961 for the opening of the new standard gauge line to
Melbourne. The flat roofed building was not an architectual gem! It replaced a much smaller signalbox dating from 1898. The cantilever
Post 19 was provided in 1943 and was definitely unusual; the construction has more in common with the bracket posts provided for the
upper quadrant semaphores than for mechanical homes.
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(Above) An interior view of Wodonga A box on 7 November 1995 on the occasion of the SRS tour. Wodonga A contained a 68 lever A
pattern tappet frame (= 70 levers with the 2 lever mule plate) that worked the Up end of the yard, including the standard gauge sidings.
At the far end of the building can be seen the panel that works the Down end of Wodonga yard. The panel was provided on 10 May 1964
when it replaced the former Wodonga B box. In the background can be seen the large electric staff instrument for the branch to Bandiana
(the remnants of the former Cudgewa line). The branch itself was dual gauge, but broad gauge access was only possible from Wodonga
A, while standard gauge access was from Wodonga Coal Sidings. To prevent misunderstandings, the section Wodonga A - Live Stock
Siding (Bandiana) was worked by electric staff with an intermediate instrument at Coal Sidings. However, by the time this photo was
taken the broad gauge access had been booked out of service and Bandiana was only served by standard gauge trains. Consequently, the
staff instrument at Wodonga A contained no staffs, but continued to be worked to release the staffs at Wodonga Coal Sidings. (Below)
In November 1995 the broad gauge connection to Bandiana was still intact, though spiked out of use. This view is of the catch points in
the branch line (protecting the standard gauge crossing), with Howell Street in the background, and the Up Home from the Branch
behind that. Catch points in running lines are very uncommon in Victoria, and this one was provided on 16 December 1969. This
section of track was subsequently lifted to allow reconstruction of the adjacent road.


